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Beyond Sight Words Activities - B Level 1

   Activities included:
   • Bingo – instant word recognition
   • Go fish – reading sight words
   • Sight word sentences to illustrate – comprehension enrichment
   • Fill in the blank with a sight word – for comprehension
   • Making phrases with sight words – for comprehension and correct usage
   • Sound manipulation or word morph – for phonemic awareness
   • Word searches in many levels – recognition
   • Crossword puzzles in more advanced levels – comprehension
   • Word wall games – to practice higher level thinking, comprehension, opposites, synonyms, etc.
   • Write about it – colored illustrations that serve as writing prompts for the children
   • ABC order – alphabetic principle
   • Making words tactilely – phonics: to study the structure of words including more complex sound spellings
   • Assessment – for measuring accuracy and reading fluency
   • Sentence Unscramble – Each activity reviews all the words 
   • Plain word wall words to coincide with the SnapWords® studied
   • Tracking charts to record each student’s progress
   • Certificates of achievement    

Activities to help children:

• study 59 sight words (Dolch & more)
• learn to use the word correctly
• learn 401 related words
• learn to write the words by heart

• analyze the words
• find words with similar spelling 

patterns
• combine words to make sentences

After all, reading is so much more than 
sight word recognition!

by Sarah Major
the right-brained teacher

A Companion to SnapWords® List B
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HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
The color of this unit is BLUE to coordinate with our SnapWords® List B penguin theme. The SnapWords® 
included in this unit provide the basis for all the word studies in this Beyond Sight Words Level.

• You will have already purchased SnapWords® List B.
• Display all of the words from one Section at one time. My students always learned far more quickly when we 
had more words displayed. I still would focus on the word for the day, but a whole lot of passive learning went 
on because the other words were displayed! 
• Teach the words, referring to the Teaching Notes as needed (see Table of Contents).
• As the children show instant word recognition using the picture side of the cards, remove the picture cards 
and display the plain word wall words. I would recommend switching one word at a time rather than changing 
all the words at once. This will ensure the children are comfortable and confident.
• Once the children can read the plain words pretty well, move to the word recognition games.
• Next, complete the comprehension activities.
• The phonemic awareness activities can be done more than once. Keep in mind that very visual, right-brained 
learners will not do as well with word segmentation and other activities because these children tend to be 
stronger in whole word activities, so please don’t stress over this part!
• Branch out into the word wall games, and then do ABC order when desired.
• Finally, use the writing prompts to provide an opportunity for the children to use the words they have 
learned in a meaningful way.
• Optionally, conduct a scavenger hunt for the words in newspapers, books or magazines so children will see 
how frequently their words appear in “real print!” Relevancy is super important to right-brained learners.
• Use the reading assessment piece to check the students individually on their ability to read the words they 
have learned within a context of a sentence. You may time them as you wish and record number of 
correct words. This is also a great opportunity to pay attention to each child’s reading habits, his or her areas of 
strength, where he or she stumbles, and to highlight exactly what each child needs to have strengthened.
• Use the tracking chart to record the words and skills learned by each child. I kept my assessment sheet and 
charts on a clipboard so I could grab them at random times and quickly assess a child.
• The tracking chart could be used as desired to share their child’s progress with parents.
• Print out and award certificates as each child successfully completes this unit of work!
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Here is the skinny on each level:
Beyond Sight Words, Section 1 teaches 103 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “AM, ASK, 
BE, CUT, GOT, HIM INTO, ITS, LET, RUN, US, YES.” Additional 91 words are related by word family or sound spell-
ing. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and word families included: OT, 
ITS, IM, UT, SK, BR, TR, BA, DE, TU, DI, TA. 

Beyond Sight Words, Section 2 teaches 94 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “AWAY, 
MUST, THAT, FROM, OF, THEM, FUNNY, PUT, THEY, MAY, SAY, WENT.” Additional 82 words are related by word 
family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and word 
families included: AY, TH, AT, ENT, UST, AN, EM, IS. Digraphs and blends: PR, ST, PL, TH, FL, SC, SPL, SP. 

Beyond Sight Words, Section 3 teaches 66 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “ANY, 
MANY, TRY, WHY, FLY, SHE, WHAT, WHEN, JUST, LAST, SHOW, THAN.” Additional 54 words are related by word 
family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and word 
families included: OW, SH, AST, UST, LY, OP, OT, UT, IP, IN. Digraphs and blends: GR, SH, SL, CR, TR. 

Beyond Sight Words, Section 4 teaches 94 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “ATE, PULL, 
TOO, FAST, SAW, TOOK, GOOD, SING, WHO, OUR, THEN, WITH.” Additional 82 words are related by word family 
or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and word families 
included: OUT, ATE ULL, AW, OOK. Digraphs and blends: GR, SH, ST, CR, DR, SL, CL, FL, BR. 

Beyond Sight Words, Section 5 teaches 103 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “ABOUT, 
ALL, EAT, GAVE, NEW, READ, STILL, TAKE, TELL, WORK, YOUR.” Additional 92 words are related by word family 
or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and word families 
included: EW, AVE, EAD, EAT, ELL. Digraphs and blends: GR, ST, FL, KN, SL, DR, TR, BR, WH, CL SW, SH, SP.

SKILLS
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HOW TO TEACH “AM”

Show the children the SnapWords® card for AM. Place your open palm on your chest to show you are talking about 
yourself and say, “I AM happy.” This would be a good lesson in which to introduce adjectives because the word itself is so 
easy! Have the children sound out and write AM after they do visual imprinting as usual. Other AM words include LAM, 
DAM, HAM, JAM, PAM, SAM, RAM. After they have practiced sounding out and writing AM, having them also write the 
AM family words, listening for the initial sound of each word.

Then have each child create a picture of him or herself and label it “I am [fill in the blank]” Ideas could include:
I am by my dog.
I am not in the house.
I am here to work by you.
If you want to help the children with a word bank for words they are unfamiliar with, they could draw themselves as 
characters:
I am a police officer.
I am a movie star.
I am working on an invention.

am

HOW TO TEACH “ASK”

Show the children the SnapWords® for ASK. Stick your hand out and look imploringly at the children and say, “I will ask 
Mom.” This word can be sounded out easily. Have the children do visual imprinting, seeing in their minds the girl that 
is the K. Practice writing. Point out to the children that SK is a frequent ending to words. Other SK words include BASK, 
RISK, DISK, CASK, DESK, DUSK, MASK, TASK, and TUSK. 

When working with SK words, also have the children focus their listening skills on the vowel they hear in the word. Is it 
an A, an E, or a U? If any of them are confusing the vowels they are hearing, use hand motions to spell the vowels. Make 
a tent with your fingertips touching for A, make a fist for E and make a U with one hand, thumb and fingers making the 
sides of the “bowl.” 

Practice sentences can include:
I will ask you for help.
He will ask Mom if we can play.
Now I will ask if he can stop by.

ask

HOW TO TEACH “BE”

Show the children the SnapWords® for BE. The little girl in the picture is thinking about what she might want to be when 
she grows up. This ought to start a nice little discussion about what the children might want to be when they grow up! 
Look slightly upward as though thinking and put your palm on your chest as you say, “What shall I be when I grow up?”

BE follows the pattern of ME and HE, words that the children have already learned. They can write, “He will be by me,” 
with their words! Also, “Can you be here by me?” “I will be in the box.” “Mom said, ‘I will not be here.’” The children can 
drawing themselves in future occupations and label their drawings using the words “I can be a…”

be
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HOW TO TEACH “CUT”

Show the children the SnapWords® for CUT. Wow! What a big knife, right? Have the children really pay attention to the 
fact that the knife is about to cut the U in two. Pretend to make sawing motions as though cutting bread and say, “I will 
cut the bread.” After visualizing the word in their heads, practice writing the letters in CUT while saying each sound in the 
word. 

Do a sound replacement activity either using letter tiles or having the children write on whiteboards. I personally prefer 
the whiteboards as it is a very direct hand-to-brain-via-eyes-and-ears process. Plus, the children will not get distracted by 
dropping letters, etc. Words to use: GUT, HUT, JUT, MUT, NUT, RUT, TUT. 

Sentences to write and illustrate might include:
I will cut a little here. He will make a big cut. I cut this a little. Will you help me cut this? Mom said, “Cut it out!”

cut

HOW TO TEACH “GOT”

Show the children the SnapWords® for GOT. The girl in the picture GOT a bag of money, it would appear. And does the 
boy look excited about it? Grasp an imaginary bag with your hand and say, “I got the bag first!” With eyes closed, ask the 
children to see the word GOT in their minds. Which letter makes the girl? How about the boy? 

Have them write the word on their whiteboards once they have seen it in their minds. Sound replacement words include: 
COT, DOT, HOT, JOT, POT, LOT, NOT, TOT, and ROT. Also, CLOT, SLOT, SPOT, and SNOT (ugh, but the kids will laugh).

Write and illustrate using GOT: “I got to play a lot.” “I ran back and got it.” “Now I can see he got it.” “I have got to get 
some help.”

got

HOW TO TEACH “HIM”

Show the children the SnapWords® for HIM. Point to your right at the whizzing baseball (but don’t point long enough 
that it hits you!) and say, “I see HIM at bat.” Point out the fact that the boy is the tall H letter, the ball is the dot on the 
eye, and the speed marks are resting just above the M. Do visual imprinting and then write the word as you sound it out. 

You might want to contrast the words HE and HIM at this point to help with correct usage and comprehension. Show the 
children that HE is used as a subject while HIM is at the end as a receiver of the action. For example, “HE threw the ball 
to HIM.” “HE gave the ball to HIM.” “HE is smaller than HIM.” “HE will help HIM.” DIM, RIM, BRIM, TIM, VIM, TRIM, and 
WHIM are words in that family. 

Sentences to illustrate might include: “I will run with out by him.” “I see him at work.” “Mom will call him to come in 
now.” “I did not stop him.”

him
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HOW TO TEACH “INTO”

Show the children the SnapWords® for INTO. Notice the word heading right into the box. Make a hollow with your left 
hand and put your right index finger into it as you say, “It went INTO the box.” Of course, the children have already 
learned the two little words that work together to make this word, so this should be super easy for them. Have them 
visualize the word INTO and then open their eyes to write it. 

The children can think of toys or pets they would love to put into their own home! “A ____ will go into my house.” Make 
a word bank of objects before the children start drawing and writing.

Other sample sentences: “We will go back into the house.” “A little dog ran into the house.”

into

HOW TO TEACH “ITS”

Show the children the SnapWords® for ITS. The little girl is giving the dog its bone. Bend over and hand the bone to a 
pretend dog, “Here, I have its bone.” This word is very confusing for many people as it is confused with IT’S. When do 
you use an apostrophe anyway!? The location the word is in a sentence will help a lot. ITS shows possession just like HIS 
does or HERS or MINE, so most frequently ITS will come right before the “thing” that belongs. 

Other words that are in the ITS family are: HITS, BITS, FITS, NITS, PITS, SITS, WITS.

Here are some examples: “This is its leash.” “I like my house; its roof is red.” “My cat is sad; its fur is dirty.”

When we use IT’S, however, we could substitute the words IT IS. Check out these sentences: “It’s too cold out to play.” 
The sentence could just as easily say, “It is too cold out to play.” Tell the kids that the ‘ mark is marking the place where 
the space and letter I used to be. More examples, “It’s my birthday.” “It’s too late to start watching a movie now.” “Don’t 
laugh. It’s not funny.”

Sentences to use: “My dog wants its bone.” “The cat has a cut on its back.” “We got into its home.”

its

HOW TO TEACH “LET”

Show the children the SnapWords® for LET. Look really pitiful, cup your hand to your mouth as though you are going to 
say, “Will you let me play, too?” Have the children really study the word picture before closing their eyes to imagine it in 
their minds. Have them describe what they see as their eyes are still closed. Now, with open eyes, sound out and write 
LET. Other family words include BET, GET, JET, MET, NET, PET, SET, VET, WET, and YET.

Use sentences such as “Let me play up here.” “Mom said we have to let him play.” “Let me come into the house.” “Let me 
call my mom and dad.” 

let
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HOW TO TEACH “RUN”

Show the children the SnapWords® for RUN. Chug along with your arms pumping really hard to show how hard you are 
running. Have the children really study the word picture before closing their eyes to imagine it in their minds. Have them 
describe what they see as their eyes are still closed. Now, with open eyes, sound out and write RUN. Other family words 
include BUN, FUN, HUN, NUN, PUN, SUN, DUN, STUN.

Use sentences such as “We can run up here.” “I like to jump and run.” “It is fun to run in the sun.”  Have the children 
illustrate their sentences and then share with their friends.

run

HOW TO TEACH “US”

Show the children the SnapWords® for US. Stick your elbows out at your sides and say, “Go with us.” US means more 
than one person of course, rather like the word WE. WE starts the sentence, while US ends it. Like this: “We want you to 
play with US.” “Mom gave US the candy.” “The dog ran to US.” “He let US have it.” Do visual imprinting, practice writing 
and then have the children use the word US in sentences. Other US words can be made by adding an initial sound: BUS, 
GUS, PUS.

Sentence ideas: “I want you to call us.” “He came back to sit by us.” “Mom will make a lot for us!”

us

HOW TO TEACH “YES”

Show the children the SnapWords® for YES. This word is easy because it sounds just like it looks. Smile and nod your head 
and say, “Yes you can!” Have the children close their eyes and picture the word with the big huge mouth in the middle of 
the word. 

Have them practice writing. Possible sentences can include, “Mom said, ‘Yes, you can go.’” “Yes, I want to have it now.” 
“Yes, I like this. No, I do not like this.” 

Children could draw two things: one they do like and one they do not and they can label them with the two last sample 
sentences.

yes
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B-1

askam be

gotcut him

SnapWords® 
GO FISH cards: Print and then cut apart four sets to make one deck of 
cards. Best when printed on card stock and laminated.



B-1

itsinto let

usrun yes

SnapWords® 
Page 2
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B-1Child will read the sentences below and draw a picture to illustrate each sentence.
(Additional words to know: Frog, toad, pet).

Name____________________________________

“I am not a toad. I will be an ape,” said Frog.

Name____________________________________

I can see Frog run into his home.
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B-1Child will read the sentences below and draw a picture to illustrate each sentence.
Page 2.

Name____________________________________

I have got to ask Frog to be my pet. Will it be a yes?

Name____________________________________

“Let me GO,” said Frog. I let him go.
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B-1Instructions:
Each box contains some sentences with missing words. Copy and cut out both boxes for 
each child. Children will use the words provided to fill in the blanks. This will assess their 
comprehension of the sentences.

Answers:
Box 1: 
 A frog got into its home.
 I will ask it to be a pet.
 I run to him.
 I go into its home.
 “Stop!” said Frog. “Let me go!”

Skills: reading comprehension, writing practice.

Fill-in-the-Blank

 

  BOX 1

      Name________________________

  

1. A frog got into __________ home.
      (its, let, run)

2. I will ask it to _________ a pet.
      (him, into, be)

3. I ______________ to him.
      (us, yes, run)

4. I go _________________ its home.
     (into, am, got)

5. “Stop!” said Frog. “________ me go!”
     (him, ask, let)
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  BOX 2

       Name________________________

       

 1. “Do not get _______. I ______ not a pet!”
      (got, us, be)              (yes, am, let)

 2. I see his ________. I will help Frog.
      (run, its, cut)

 3. I _______ if I can help _______.
      (ask, let, am)               (run, be, him)

 4. Frog said _______________.
     (be, cut, yes)

 5. I _________into his home to help.
     (yes, got, ask)          
                       

B-1Fill-in-the-Blank
Instructions:
Each box contains some sentences with missing words. Copy and cut out both boxes for 
each child. Children will use the words provided to fill in the blanks. This will assess their 
comprehension of the sentences.

Answers:
Box 2:
 “Do not get us. I am not a pet!”
 I see his cut. I will help Frog.
 I ask if I can help him.
 Frog said yes.
 I got into his home to help.

Skills: reading comprehension, writing practice.
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MAKING WORDS 
Children will use all the letters provided to make their sight words. As they 
use each letter, they should cross it off so they will not use a letter too many 
times. Alternately, they can cut out the letters and paste them in place.                 
Words: am, be, us, ask, cut, got, him, let, run, yes, into.

B-1

a
a

b
c

e
e

e
g

h
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k
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t
t

t
u
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y

  __  __
  __  __
  __  __
  __  __  __
  __  __  __
  __  __  __
  __  __  __
  __  __  __
  __  __  __
  __  __  __
  __  __  __  __
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B-1

The word is RUN The word is GOT The word is CUT

Change the /n/ to /t/: RUT Change the /t/ to /b/: GOB Change the /t/ to /p/: CUP

Change the /t/ to /g/: RUG Change the /b/ to /d/: GOD Change the /p/ to /d/: CUD

Change the /g/ to /m/: RUM Change the /d/ to /p/: GOP Change the /d/ to /ff/: CUFF

Change the /m/ to/b/: RUB Change the /p/ to /g/: GOG Change the /ff/ to /b/: CUB

Change the /b/ to /n/: RUN Change the /g/ to /t/: GOT Change the /b/ to /t/: CUT

Do this exercise orally first, and then use whiteboards to practice. Children will write their answer, and then hold up their 
whiteboards for you to quickly check.

When doing this game, use the SOUND of each letter rather than saying the letter names. With letters like B, T, P, etc, the 
tendency is to pronounce them like this: “BUH, TUH, PUH,” which actually are two sounds together: the initial consonant combined 
with the short vowel sound of U. So instead of BUH, you would sound just the very short b. We will write it like this: /b/ (“sound of b”).

Ask the students to write the words in columns. They could underline the common spelling in each word after they have written 
each column. For example, in column 1 they would underline RU, while in column 2 they would underline GO, and in the third column 
they would underline CU.  Skill: phonemic awareness.
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SnapWords® 

• Print the following pages, cut each page into its four columns, then cut each column into separate words. Get four zip bags and 
put two columns into each one. Each zip bag should contain two groups of words. 
• To prepare a center, give each pair of children one baggie. Their task will be to separate the words into two groups, however it 
makes the most sense to them. They will then explain the logic behind how they sorted the words. (ex: the endings of the words 
are the same in each group). Skill: problem-solving and alphabetic principle. 

B-1

run him got us

rut hit gob bus

rub hip God gus

rum hid gop pus

rug hill gog fuss
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cut yes ask let

cup yet asp bet

cud yen ash set

cub yep ant met

cuff yell amp net

SnapWords® B-1
Page 2.
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SnapWords® 

sl p

d
Making Words 2

c
g

Print a page for each child. Cut out the game pieces after laminating the sheet as desired. Tell them you are 
going to say a word and they will need to find the letter that is the first sound they hear in the word. When 
they have found it, they will move it close to the penguin’s tummy. Say the new words together as the children 
make them. Possible words: DOT, GOT, COT, SLOT, POT, DOT.

B-1

ot
d
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SnapWords® 

w p

h
Making Words 2

f
b

B-1

its
s

Possible words: HITS, BITS, FITS, WITS, PITS, SITS.
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SnapWords® 

br tr

h
Making Words 2

r
d

B-1

im

Possible words: HIM, DIM, RIM, BRIM, TRIM.
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SnapWords® 

m n

h
Making Words 2

j
g

B-1

ut

Possible words: HUT, GUT, JUT, MUT, NUT.
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SnapWords® 

di
de
ba

Making Words 2

tu ta

B-1

sk

Possible words: BASK, DESK, TUSK, DISK, TASK.
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Print the plain sight words for this unit, cut them apart, then display in a pocket chart in alphabetical order. As you practice finding 
each word on the word wall, the children will enjoy writing the words on whiteboards. For assessment of word recognition, call 
out a word and have the children locate it on the word wall and then write it on paper for you to check later. I usually timed this 
assessment to coincide with a weekly spelling assessment. 

B-1

Activity One:
1.   Find and write CUT.
2.   Find and write GOT.
3.   Find and write YES.
4.   Find and write AM.
5.   Find and write HIM.
6.   Find and write ASK.
7.   Find and write RUN.
8.   Find and write BE.
9.   Find and write INTO.
10.  Find and write LET.
11.  Find and write US.
12. Find and write ITS.

Activity Two:
1.   Find the word that is the opposite of TELL. (ASK)
2.   Find the word that is the opposite of WALK. (RUN)
3.   Find the word that is the opposite of NO. (YES)
4.   Fill in the missing word: “I ___ five years old.” (AM)
5.   Fill in the missing word: “Mother ___ me go with her.” (LET)
6.   Find the word that is made of two little words. (INTO)
7.   Find a word you would use when talking about a boy. (HIM)
8.   Find the word that tells what a knife does. (CUT)
9.   Fill in the missing word: “When I grow up I will ___ a nurse.” (BE)
10.  Fill in the missing word: “I ___ stung by a bee.” (GOT)
11.  Which word could mean something belongs to your pet? (ITS)
12. Fill in the missing word: “Come with ___.” (US)

Activity Three:
1.   Find a word that rhymes with FITS. (ITS)
2.   Find a word that rhymes with HAM. (AM)
3.   Find a word that rhymes with TIM. (HIM)
4.   Find a word that rhymes with SET. (LET)
5.   Find a word that rhymes with SUN. (RUN)
6.   Find a word that rhymes with BUS. (US)
7.   Find a word that rhymes with SHE. (BE)
8.   Find a word that rhymes with TASK. (ASK)
9.   Find a word that rhymes with HOT. (GOT)
10.  Find a word that rhymes with GUESS. (YES)
11.  Find a word that rhymes with HUT. (CUT)
12. Find a word that rhymes with FITS. (ITS)

SnapWords® Word Wall Games
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B-1Write About It!
Child will write about the pictures they see, using their current words.  Page 1.

Name____________________________________

Title __________________________________________________________
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B-1Write About It!

Name____________________________________

Title __________________________________________________________
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B-1Child will write about the pictures they see, using their current words. Pg 3.

Name____________________________________

Write About It!
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B-1
Name____________________________________

Write About It!
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 SnapWords® ABC Order
Copy this page until you have enough copies for each child. One page is enough for 4 children. 
Children can cut their words apart and practice putting them in ABC order: am, ask, be, cut, 
got, him, into, its, let, run, us, yes.

let let let let
yes yes yes yes
run run run run
us us us us
got got got got
its its its its
him him him him
into into into into
am am am am
cut cut cut cut
ask ask ask ask
be be be be

B-1
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SENTENCES TO READ for fluency practice & assessment: WORDS:
1. We let it run into us. 6
2. The frog got its back cut. 12
3. The frog cut its back? Yes, it did! 20
4. “I am not a frog,” said Frog. 27
5. “I am a toad. Ask my mom!” 34
6. Frog said, “I do not want to be a frog!” 44
7. We can see it run and hop. 51
8. It got into its home. 56
9. Frog will not let us into its home. 64
10. Frog said, “Do not ask me to let you in.” 74
11. We ask Frog to be a pet. “Let us come in.” 85
12. But Frog said, “I said NO.” 91
13. “Go and run,” said Frog. I am not a toad.” 101
14. “I am an ape. Ask my mom.” 108

Student Name_________________________
Comments:

Words__________

Date___________

B-1
Child will read the sentences below. Listener will note words missed and 
subtract them from total read in one minute. 



am
ask
be



cut
got
him
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into
its
let



run
us
yes



48Words Studied in this Book:

am lamb dam ham jam pam
sam ram let bet get jet
met net pet set vet wet
yet ask bask cask mask task
tusk dusk desk risk disk run
bun done fun hun nun pun
sun stun be us bus gus
pus fuss cut gut hut jut
mut nut rut tut got cot
dot hot jot lot not tot
rot clot slot pot spot snot
him dim rim brim trim tim
vim whim into yes its hits
bits fits nits pits sits wits
rut rug rum rub gob god
gop gog cup cud cuff cub
yen yep yell ash asp ant
amp away clay play say may
bay day hay jay lay nay
pay ray say way okay they
prey whey hey grey that than
then when what hat scat spat
sat from of them hem gem

stem funny sorry sunny happy muddy
cherry silly puppy foggy zippy belly
buggy furry fussy hurry marry messy
penny smelly bunny runny gummy put

but strut cut nut must dust
gust bust crust trust thrust went
bent dent gent lent pent rent
cent sent  tent vent white while

which these thin think thick thin
slat flat pray splat spent any

many fanny canny danny try cry
dry fry pry wry than fly
sly ply rely spy why what



49Words Studied in this Book cont.:

when where who she shop shoe
shot show ship shin shun shut
shim we he the ye just
bust dust must rust crust last
fast cast mast past vast snow

blow glow bow know low mow
row sow tow crow flow grow
slow stow list lest whit duly
holy ugly only wily ate fate
date gate hate late pate mate
rate plate pull gull dull full
hull mull null bull then when
den hen men pen ten yen
glen wren too zoo goo boo
who with path lath bath math

wraith blast saw caw haw law
jaw raw claw draw slaw flaw

straw took book cook hook look
rook nook brook crook shook good
hood wood stood our out pout
route gout snout stout sing ding
wing king ring ping zing bring
cling fling sling thing sting spring
string crate grate skate state paw
grout shout great about bout shout
tout all ball call fall hall
mall tall small stall shall beat
feat neat heat meat peat seat

bleat cheat cleat pleat treat wheat
eat gave wave pave slave cave

stave dave lave new dew few
hew knew pew blew brew chew
crew drew flew screw stew threw
read lead head bread dread spread
dead tread thread bead knead plead
still will dill gill sill trill



50Words Studied in this Book cont.:

fill spill bill chill pill take
bake cake fake jake lake make
rake sake stake tell bell cell
fell swell jell sell well yell

shell smell spell tell knell work
word world worm your snake quake
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